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the k-pop scene is a burgeoning one, and the giants have joined the team, with players like julian jones and nyhan lee taking the lead. join us as we meet the young aventura fans
that are captivated by the k-pop scene in new york. the main reason for this is that i know about the spanish language better than i do the english language, so that is why i started

to learn spanish. i have been studying it for about four years. my spanish is now quite good. i can use it to communicate well, but it is not as fluent as my english. aventura is the
most influential and biggest band in the latin music industry right now. they have sold more than 2 million records and have accumulated more than 2,000 awards to their credit.
they are credited with creating the latin music genre, which has now come to be known as salsa. i am a huge fan of aventura, and i was so excited when i heard they were coming
to nyc. i got to the show early and bought the tickets online (the earlier you buy, the cheaper the tickets). i didnt take photos because i was trying to focus on the show and enjoy
the music. i was able to stay for the whole show and i highly recommend this show to anyone! i sat in the front row and i didnt want to get up at all! (although, the bar across the
aisle was a little cramped so i thought about getting up and down every few minutes to move. i might consider this when i go to a future aventura show). aventura was the best

show i've seen in a while. the show was great and the spanish dubbing/translation was very good, though not perfect. it would have been nice to see more of the band (or even the
vocalists), but it was still a great show. i would recommend this to anyone, as i am sure they would appreciate it too.
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aventura and their spanish-dubbed version were one of the best and most memorable shows of the
year. not only did the band play their hits and performed their classic songs in spanish, but they

played songs that are rarely played in their show, like "mi casa es su casa" and "despues de todo"
(even though it was just one song, i enjoyed it very much). the spanish dubbing was excellent and i

was actually able to understand the lyrics and sing along at times. i would highly recommend
checking out the show. for all aventura fans, the show is a must-see. although they were not able to

include the songs from their newest album, the best part of the show was that they did play the
songs from el alma al aire, as well as the songs from their very first album, el alejo. they played the

songs from their first album in spanish (with the exception of the spanish version of "por un
segundo", which wasn't in the show). they also played the spanish versions of "el alejo" and "por un
segundo". the band's musicianship and their singing and dancing were amazing and it was a great
show. after the show, they gave out copies of their new album, which i haven't heard yet, so it was
good that the show was in the next day. the band members were even in the front row giving out

their autographs to fans. i got to meet some of the members, including luis miguel, and i've been a
fan ever since then. i can attest, along with the hoardes of screaming fans at their almost-as-big

show at madison square garden last year, that an aventura show is certainly a night to remember,
with smooth grooves and expertly controlled falsetto vocals from start to finish. the band played all
their dancefloor-filling hits, such as the slow-burning opener por un segundo, the scorching peligro,

and the one that got all the ladies in the house hip-shaking and grinding, the recent smash hit noche
de sexo. throughout their impressive three-hour set, aventura brought the grooves and show-

stopping melodies, accompanied by a full band to bring the big beats and latino flavour to the new
york crowd. aventura and romeo santos are on fire right now, and if you havent caught the fever yet,

a night seeing them in concert is sure to convert you. 5ec8ef588b
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